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Dynamics with noncommutative coordinates invariant under three-dimensional rotations or, if time is
included, under Lorentz transformations is developed. These coordinates turn out to be the boost operators
in SO1; 3 or in SO2; 3, respectively. The noncommutativity is governed by a mass parameter M. The
principal results are: (i) a modification of the Heisenberg algebra for distances smaller than 1=M, (ii) a
lower limit, 1=M, on the localizability of wave packets, (iii) discrete eigenvalues of the coordinate
operator in timelike directions, and (iv) an upper limit, M, on the mass for which free field equations have
solutions. Possible restrictions on small black holes are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.105010 PACS numbers: 11.10.Nx, 02.40.Gh
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been significant interest in extending
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory from ordi-
nary coordinates to noncommutative geometries. Much of
the work has implemented such noncommutativity,
xa; xb  iab, through the Groenewold-Moyal [1] star
product wherein the ordinary product of two functions is
replaced by
 fx ? gx  exp

i
ab
2
@xa @yb

fxgyjyx: (1)
As specific directions are singled out, this procedure is not
Lorentz invariant and in greater than two dimensions not
even rotationally invariant. This product does respect a
‘‘twisted’’ Poincare´ invariance [2,3]; implications of such
invariance for field theories have been discussed [4] in
great detail recently.
A different approach, in which the position coordinates
are replaced by operators that have nontrivial commutation
relations among each other and under rotations transform
into each other preserving these commutation relations,
has been pursued by this author [5]. In that paper the space
coordinates are represented by operators acting on coher-
ent states based (in three space dimensions) on the group
SO1; 3. Although in this work we shall again be inter-
ested in this group, the approach now is different.
Specifically, we will formulate a dynamics with noncom-
mutative coordinates that transform as vectors under rota-
tions or, with the introduction of time, under the Lorentz
group; this dynamics, at least at the level of free fields, is
invariant under modified translations and a full Poincare´
invariance can be implemented. The caveat of restricting
the claim of Poincare´ invariance to free field theories is that
usual formulations of interacting ones involve time ordered
products. Invariance of such products can be implemented
only if commutators of operators vanish for spacelike
separations [6–8]; as in the present formulation time will
be associated with an operator, the notion of time ordering
is unclear.
The motivation for the procedure used in the present
work is as follows. If we assume that spatial coordinates
have commutation relation of the form
 Xi; Xj  iFi;j; (2)
where Fij is nonconstant and antisymmetric, rotation in-
variance demands that it transforms as a tensor; if we
demand that (2) is to be time independent then a possible
choice is Fij Mij, whereMij is the angular momentum
tensor. Requiring further that the Xi’s transform appropri-
ately under time reversal and under parity leads us to
postulate that Xi Ki, where the K’s are the boost
operators of the group SO1; 3; even though the group
SO1; 3 appears, this formulation is invariant only under
rotations; a true extension to relativistic invariance will be
given in Sec. III. Details of this generalization of position
operators to ones with nontrivial commutation relations are
presented in Sec. II. The scale of noncommutativity is
governed by a mass parameter M and in the limit M !
1 ordinary three-dimensional quantum mechanics is re-
covered. The Hilbert space these operators act on is a
momentum space which serves as a basis for the simplest
representation of the Poincare´ group, namely, the one for
spinless particles of massM. ForM finite and for momenta
larger than M and/or distances smaller than 1=M the
Heisenberg commutation relations between position and
momentum are modified; this, in turn, forces a modifica-
tion of the concept of space translations. A procedure for
obtaining functions of these noncommuting coordinates
and their derivatives are also discussed in this section.
Functions are related to their commuting counterparts by
having common Fourier transforms and commutators of
these functions with momentum operators serve as deriva-
tives. The definition of an integral of a product of such
functions, consistent with the previously discussed proce-
dure for taking derivatives, is subtle but can be imple-
mented as a specific matrix element of such a product.
An interesting consequence of such coordinate noncom-*Electronic address: mbander@uci.edu
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mutativity is that fluctuations in the measurement of

X2
p
must exceed 1=M. Relative and center of mass coordinates
needed for two body problems are presented.
Noncommuting coordinates invariant under SO3 were
identified with boosts of SO1; 3. In Sec. III this procedure
is extended to noncommuting space and time coordinates
that transform under the SO1; 3 Lorentz group; this leads
us to identify these noncommuting space-time coordinates
with boosts of the SO2; 3 anti-de Sitter group. Such an
identification was suggested by Snyder [9] in the first
discussion of this problem. The operators for spacial coor-
dinates have continuous eigenvalues but those of q^  X,
where q^ is timelike, are discrete with separations of
1=M. As in the previous section functions, derivatives
and integrations are discussed. The definition of integration
permits us to introduce in Sec. IV a Lagrangian and an
action for a free scalar field theory, where the field is a
function of the noncommuting space-time. A significant
consequence is that solutions of the equations of motion for
such a free field theory exist only for masses m  M.
The above limit on masses of particles combined with
the bound on the minimum size of spatial wave packets
may put restrictions on the existence of small black holes.
This and other results are summarized in Sec. V.
II. EUCLIDEAN NONCOMMUTING
COORDINATES
The discussion in this section will focus on noncommut-
ing coordinates in three spatial dimensions invariant under
SO3; these coordinates will be identified with boosts in
an SO1; 3 group. An extension to d-dimensional non-
commuting coordinates invariant under SOd and em-
bedded in SO1; d is straightforward.
A. Coordinates
The usual, commuting, position variables, xi, acting on
momentum states j ~pi, with h ~p0j ~pi   ~p0 	 ~p, have the
form
 xi  i @@pi : (3)
As previously mentioned, the noncommuting position op-
erators will be related to boost operators of an SO1; 3
Lorentz group. The generators of the full Poincare´ group,
and in turn the Lorentz group, can be represented as
operators acting on the momentum states; we are interested
in an irreducible representation of the Poincare´ group [10]
with a mass M and spin zero. To this end we define
 p0 

~p  ~p
M2
q
; (4)
which we use to construct the boost operators
 K i  p0p i @@pi
 
p0
p
: (5)
It is easy to check that these satisfy the requisite commu-
tation relations
 Ki;Kj  	iMij; (6)
withMij the angular momentum,
 M ij  i

pj
@
@pi
	 pi @@pj

; (7)
in three dimensionsMij  ijkJk. (Although we shall not
use these, similar realizations of the other representations
of the Poincare´ group for positive M2, the ones with
internal spin, exist. If total angular momentum is given
by the right-hand side of (7) plus the spin part Sij the boost
is obtained by adding 	Sinpn=p0 
M to the right-hand
side of (5).)
The noncommuting coordinates we shall use are
 Xi KiM 
1
M
 ~p  ~p
M21=4

i
@
@pi

 ~p  ~p
M21=4:
(8)
Their commutation relations follow from (6),
 Xi; Xj  	 iM2Mij: (9)
The mass M plays the role of the noncommutativity pa-
rameter. From (8) we see that in the limitM ! 1, Xi ! xi,
and for distances greater than 1=M ordinary commuting
geometry is recovered. In subsequent parts of this work we
shall denote commuting coordinates by lower case letters
and noncommuting ones by corresponding upper case
letters; to emphasize that in the noncommuting situation
momentum operators are as they were in the commuting
one lower case letters will continue to be used for these.
The commutation relations of the boost operators with
momenta
 Ki; pj  iijp0; Ki; p0  ipi (10)
yield a modified position-momentum commutator
 pi; Xj  	iij p0M ; (11)
again, in the limit M ! 1 we recover the standard
Heisenberg algebra. The extra factor of p0=M in (11)
will affect the implementation of coordinate translations.
It is interesting to note that expanding (11) to first order
in p=M2 yields corrections to the Heisenberg commuta-
tion relation that have been postulated, as has (9) to the
same order, [11] in order to explain a minimum length that
appears in string theory [12]. (In the notation of Ref. [11],
M2  1=2 and 0  0). Some consequences of these
modifications of the algebra of quantum mechanics are
presented in [12].
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B. Functions, differentiation, and integration
The relation between functions f ~x of commuting co-
ordinates xi and corresponding functions of the noncom-
muting ones is achieved through their Fourier transforms,
 f ~x 
Z
d ~q ~f ~qei ~q ~x ! f ~X 
Z
d3 ~q~f ~qei ~q ~X:
(12)
 ~q is the group invariant measure
 d3 ~q 

sinhq=M
q=M

2
d ~q: (13)
As ipi; f ~x  @if ~x, we may carry this over to a defi-
nition of derivatives of f ~X,
 @if ~X  ipi; f ~X; (14)
this prescription satisfies the Leibniz rule for the differen-
tiation of a product of functions of the noncommuting
coordinates.
The integral over all space of a product of functions of
ordinary coordinates is a convolution of their Fourier trans-
forms,
 Z
d~xf1 ~x    fn ~x  23
Z
d ~q1    d ~qn ~f1 ~q1   
 ~fn ~qn ~q1 
    
 ~qn: (15)
As expi ~q  ~xj ~ki  j ~k	 ~qi, an expression for the
-function is
  ~q1 
    
 ~qn  h ~kjei ~q1 ~x    ei ~qn ~xj ~ki; (16)
valid for any state j ~ki. We shall use the above as a guide for
the definition of integration of functions of the noncom-
muting coordinates,
 
“
Z
d ~X”f1 ~X    fn ~X  23
Z
d3 ~q1   
 d3 ~qn~f1 ~q1   
 ~fn ~qnh ~kjei ~q1 ~X    ei ~qn ~Xj ~ki:
(17)
As any state j ~ki is obtainable from any other by a unitary
transformation and noting that the measure for the q in-
tegrations is invariant under such transformations, the
above definition for different ~k’s are equivalent; using j ~k
0i simplifies calculations and we shall use this state from
now on and drop the quotation marks in (17). Derivatives
defined by (14) insure the desired relation Rd ~X@if ~X 
0. Two examples are in order,
 h~0jei ~q ~Xj~0i   ~q; (18)
as for ordinary functions. For the two point function the
result is
 h~0jei ~q ~Xe	i ~q0 ~Xj~0i   ~q	 ~q0

q=M
sinhq=M

2
; (19)
with the term multiplying the  function canceling a
similar one in the invariant measure (13). For f ~X and
g ~X related to f ~x and g ~x by (12) we find that
 
Z
d ~Xf ~Xg ~X 
Z
d~xd~yf ~xg ~y; (20)
this is no longer true for integrations of a product of three
or more functions.
C. Localization and translations
As the coordinates Xi do not commute with each other, a
state with a precise position does not exist. It is still
interesting to ask what are the eigenstates of r^  ~X for a
specific unit vector r^ and what is the minimum eigenvalue
of ~X  ~X. The eigenstates of r^  ~X with eigenvalues r are
 r^r ~p 

M
2p0
s 
p0 	 r^  ~p
p0 
 r^  ~p
iMr=2
; (21)
the normalization is
R
dr^  ~p yr^r0  ~p r^r ~p  r	 r0
and, as expected, these approach exp	irr^  ~p= 2p as
M ! 1. For different directions r^ these functions are not
orthogonal to each other. A complete set of commuting
operators that includes r^  ~X contains, in addition to this
position operator, the two vector ~p?, where ~p?  r^  0.
For a given r^, the states j ~p?; r^ri are complete and under
rotations transform to a similar set with a rotated r^.
The eigenvalues of X2 control the extent to which a
packet can be localized in position. A lower bound on
such eigenvalues may be obtained by noting that the
SO1; 3 Casimir operator K2 	 J2 equals 2 	 j20 
 1
[13] for representations labeled by ; j0, with real  
0, and with all angular momenta in the representation
having values greater than j0. As X2  K2 	 J2 

J2=M2, its eigenvalues are 2 
 1	 j20 
 jj

1=M2, with j  j0; thus we find that X2  1=M2 and
wave packets cannot be localized to better than 1=M.
This inability to localize reflects itself in the nonexis-
tence of a translation operator taking ~X to ~X
 ~a, with ~a a
c-number. It is easy to show that a unitary operator U ~a
with the property Uy ~a ~XU ~a  ~X
 ~a does not exist. If
it did then (9) would imply that U ~a; ~J  0 which
cannot be as the angular momentum must rotate the trans-
lation vector ~a.
The operator expi ~a  ~p, which does translate the com-
muting coordinate vectors ~x! ~x
 ~a, has the following
effect on the noncommutative vectors ~X,
 ei ~a ~p ~Xe	i ~a ~p  ~X
 ~a p0
M
: (22)
Thus, for p M or distances larger than 1=M we recover
the usual translations, while for distances smaller than 1=M
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the limit on localization of position wave packets makes
translations fuzzy. However, as we shall see in the next
section, a form of two body interactions invariant under
overall translations does exist. The integration defined in
(17) is invariant under translations described by (22).
D. Two body interactions
One body dynamics can be reformulated for the non-
commuting coordinates. As outlined in Sec. II B, this is
achieved by replacing the potential V ~x by V ~X. Two
body interactions present a problem in that replacing
V ~x1 	 ~x2 by the corresponding V ~X1 	 ~X2 (super-
scripts refer to the two particles) does not permit a sepa-
ration into mutually commuting center of mass and relative
coordinates. This is a consequence of the lack of a simple
translation operator, as was discussed at the end of
Sec. II C. With the usual definitions of relative and center
of mass coordinates, ~prel  m2 ~p1 	m1 ~p2=m1 

m2, ~xrel  ~x1 	 ~x2 and ~pcm  ~p1 
 ~p2, ~xcm 
m1 ~x1 
m2 ~x2=m1 
m2, we use the procedure
outlined in (8) for obtaining the noncommuting version
of these, namely, multiply the position operators on the left
and right by  ~p  ~p
M21=4, where ~p is respectively ~prel
or ~pcm; thus instead of ~X1 	 ~X2 as a relative coordinate,
we define
 
Xreli 
i
M

~prel  ~prel  
M2
q  @
@p1i
	 @
@p2i



~prel  ~prel  
M2
q
;
Xcmi 
i
Mm1 
m2

~pcm  ~pcm  
M2
q


m1
@
@p1i

m2 @
@p2i
 
~pcm  ~pcm  
M2
q
: (23)
A direct computation shows that these relative and center
of mass variables commute and the coordinates within each
class obey (9) and have the desired limit for large M. From
the start we would formulate a two body problem as
 H  p
12
2m1

 p
22
2m2

 VXrel: (24)
The use of these relative coordinates may be extended to
many body situations. A many body Hamiltonian with
interactions depending on the ~Xrel is invariant under trans-
lations (22) generated by the total momentum.
III. MINKOWSKI NONCOMMUTING
COORDINATES
In the previous section, by adding one timelike coordi-
nate to three-dimensional space we were able to identify
SO3 invariant noncommuting coordinates with boost
operators of the symmetry group SO1; 3 of this extended
geometry. Presently we will apply a similar procedure to
SO1; 3 invariant noncommuting coordinates, namely,
noncommuting space and time. By adding an extra time
coordinate to 3
 1 dimensional Minkowski space, the
noncommuting space-time operators will be represented
by boosts of the anti-de Sitter group SO2; 3, the symme-
try group of the extended 2
 3 dimensional geometry.
Again, as in Sec. II the discussion will be for SO1; 3
coordinates embedded in SO2; 3; an extension to
SO1; d	 1 embedded in SO2; d	 1 is straightforward.
A. A representation of Poincare´-anti-de Sitter group
We consider a representation of the Poincare´-anti-de
Sitter group acting on ‘‘5-momenta’’ pT , p,  
0;    ; 3, preserving the metric p2  p2T 
 pp  p2T 

p20 	 ~p  ~p; pT and p0 are the two timelike momenta. For
p2  M2 > 0 the Hilbert space consists of states jp0; ~pi
with pT 

~p  ~p
M2 	 p20
q
. The norm of these states is
taken as
 hp00; ~p0jp0; ~pi  	 0 ~p	 ~p0; (25)
where  is the angle between p0 and pT or more specifi-
cally p0 

~p  ~p
M2p sin and pT ~p  ~p
M2p cos.
Note that jp0j 

~p  ~p
M2p or equivalently pp 
M2. This restriction will be responsible for the eigenvalues
of X0, the time operator taking on discrete values.
The group algebra consists of Lorentz transformations
M and boostsK (K0 is really an O2 rotation in the
pT-p0 space). The commutation relations of theK’s are
 K;K  	iM: (26)
Analogous to the choice for the Ki’s made in Sec. II for
the representation of interest, in the present situation an
expression for the boosts that we shall use is
 K   pTp 	i @@p
 
pT
p
: (27)
B. Coordinates
The usual commuting space-time coordinates can be
related to their conjugate momenta by
 x  	i @@p : (28)
Noncommuting space-time coordinates are obtained by
replacing (28) with
 
X  1MK
 1
M
M2 
 ~p  ~p	 p201=4

	i @
@p

 M2 
 ~p  ~p	 p201=4; (29)
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as previously, we denote commuting coordinates by lower
case letters and their noncommuting counterparts by upper
case ones. The space-time coordinates X satisfy
 X; X  	iM2M (30)
and in the limit M ! 1, X ! x. The momentum-
coordinate commutation relations are
 p; X  ig pTM : (31)
C. Functions, differentiation, and integration
As in the Euclidean case we make the correspondence
between functions of commuting space-time coordinates
and the noncommuting ones via the Fourier transform
 fx 
Z
d4q~fqeiqx ! fX 
Z
d4q~fqeiqX;
(32)
with the invariant measure depending on whether q2 is less
than or greater than 0,
 d4q 

sinh 	q2p =M	q2p =M

3
; q2  0;
d4q 

sinq=M
q=M

3
; q2  0:
(33)
There is, however, a caveat to this correspondence. For
q2  0, expiq  X is an O2 rotation of angle q=M
between qp=q and pT ; therefore q2 must satisfy q2 
M2. This also is related to the fact that the time variable
takes on discrete values.
As previously, differentiation can be generated by using
the momentum vectors
 @fX  	ip; fX: (34)
In analogy with (17) integration of functions of noncom-
muting variables over all Minkowski space is defined as
 Z
d4Xf1X    fnX  24
Z
d4q1   
 d4qn~f1q1   
 ~fnqnh0; ~0jeiq

1 X   
 eiqnX j0; ~0i; (35)
where the matrix element is taken in the state jp0  0; ~p 
~0i. Some specific values of such matrix elements are:
 h0; ~0jeiqX j0; ~0i  q; (36)
as in (18), while for a product of two exponentials the result
is
 
h0; ~0jeiqXe	iq0X j0; ~0i  q 	 q0

8>>><>>>:
 
	q2
p
=M
sinh

	q2
p
=M

3
; q2  0;
q=M
sinq=M

3
; q2  0:
(37)
For timelike q the observation below (32) implies 	M 
q  M and as in (19) the terms multiplying the  func-
tions cancel the corresponding ones in the invariant mea-
sure (33).
D. Position and time eigenvectors and eigenvalues
A complete, commuting set operator consists of r^X,
with jr^2j  1, and momenta orthogonal to r^. The study of
these states has to be done separately for r^ timelike or
spacelike and in the latter case whether p
 r^ r^ p2 is
larger or smaller thanM2. Lorentz transformations of r^ and
p do not mix these conditions. As there are varying subtle-
ties in the procedure of obtaining the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of r^  X in the three cases we shall present
each one in some detail. Special, simple examples of each
of these situations are r^  z^ and p2x 
 p2y 
M2 	 p20 
0, r^  z^, and p2x 
 p2y 
M2 	 p20  0 or r^ along the
time direction.
1. r^ spacelike and 	p
 r^ r^ p2 
M2  0
For r^ spacelike (r^  r^  0), pT can be expressed in terms
of r^  p and the magnitude of a vector orthogonal to r^,
 pT 

	p
 r^ r^ p2 
 r^  p2 
M2
q
: (38)
We first consider the case 	p
 r^ r^ p2 
M2  0. It is
useful to reexpress r^  X in terms of a new variable 	
defined by r^  p  	p
 r^ r^ p2 
M2p sinh	 and pT 	p
 r^ r^ p2 
M2p cosh	:
 r^  X  i
M

@
@	

 1
2
tanh	

; (39)
with 	1  	  1. The  function normalized solutions
with eigenvalue r are
 r^r	 

M
2 cosh	
s
e	iMr	 (40)
(note: dr^  p  cosh	d	); this translates into
 r^rr^  p 

1
2pT
s 
pT 	 r^  p
pT 
 r^  p
iMr=2
: (41)
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2. r^ spacelike and 	p
 r^ r^ p2 
M2  0
In this case we find that p2T  r^  p2 and we introduce
the variable 	 by pT 
p
 r^ r^ p2 	M2p sinh	 and
have to consider two possibilities for r^  p, namely r^  p 
 p
 r^ r^ p2 	M2p cosh	. The solutions are
 r^rr^  p 

M
2pT
s 
r^  p	 pT
r^  p
 pT
iMr=2
; (42)
with r^  p in the two ranges 	1  r^  p 
	 p
 r^ r^ p2 	M2p and p
 r^ r^ p2 	M2p 
r^  p  1.
3. r^ timelike
For r^ timelike p2T  M2 	 p	 r^ r^ p2 	 r^  p2
with p	 r^ r^ p2  0. This time we define an angle 	
by pT 

M2 	 p	 r^ r^ p2p cos	 and r^  p 
M2 	 p	 r^ r^ p2p sin	. For timelike r^, r^  X is a gen-
erator of rotations in the r^  p	 pT plane.
 r^  X  i
M

@
@	
	 1
2
tan	

; (43)
with solutions corresponding to eigenvalues n=M, where n
is any integer
 n	  12 cos	p e	in	: (44)
Written as a function of the momenta this wave function is
 nr^  p  1
2jpT j
p pT 	 ir^  p
pT 
 ir^  p

n=2
; (45)
the range is 	 M2 	 p	 r^ r^ p2p  r^  p 
M2 	 p	 r^ r^ p2p with pT both positive and negative.
The eigenvalues of coordinates in timelike directions are
discrete and spaced by 1=M. In a stateR
d4pf ~p np0jp0; ~pi (corresponding to r^ t) withR
d ~pjf ~pj2  1, the expectation of the spatial position
operator Xi is linear in n, namely hXii  vin=M with vi R
d ~ppijf ~pj2. A discrete time has been obtained in for-
mulations of space-time noncommutativity [14,15], where
such noncommutativity involves more than the simple
noncommutative plane.
IV. FREE SCALAR FIELD THEORY
Following the procedures of Sec. III C, we define a field
by
 X 
Z
d4q
qe	iqX; (46)
making it an operator in both the Hilbert space on which

q operates and in the jp0; ~pi Hilbert space. The latter
makes it difficult to vary any proposed actions with respect
to X, but it is possible to do a variation of the Fourier
component 
q. With differentiation defined in (34) and
integration in (35) we propose the following action
 
A  h0; ~0jf	p;yXp;X
	m2yXXgj0; ~0i

Z
d4q0d4q
yq0
qh0; ~0jfp; eiq0X
 p; e	iqX 	m2eiq0Xe	iqXgj0; ~0i: (47)
For q timelike (as expected, there are no solutions for q
spacelike) exp	iq  Xj0; ~0i  jMq0 sinq=M=q;
M ~q sinq=M=qi resulting in
 h0; ~0jp; eiq0Xp; e	iqXj0; ~0i
 M2sin2 q
M
h0; ~0jeiq0Xe	iqXj0; ~0i; (48)
the matrix element in the above can be found in (37).
Setting the variation of (47) with respect to 
q to zero
yields the dispersion relation
 q2  M2arcsin2 m
M
: (49)
As 0  q2  2M2, we obtain, for each m2, two solutions
q2  m2l and q2  m2h, with mh > ml. For m=M small we
find in addition to the usual solution ml  m, the solution
mh  M	m; the mechanism responsible for having
two solutions is reminiscent of fermion doubling [16] in
lattice field theories, except that in the present situation the
mass of the additional state is comparable to M and the
energy is always large; asM goes to infinity this extra mass
decouples. Importantly, we note that solutions of the field
equations exist only for m  M.
Aside from the doubling question, we may relate 
q
for q0  


~q2 
m2l;h
q
to annihilation operators and for
q0  	

~q2 
m2l;h
q
to creation ones and express the field
operators as in commuting field theories with x replaced
by X.
V. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
Identifying coordinates as boost operators of the sym-
metry group of a space with one timelike coordinate added
to the space of interest allows us to replace usual commut-
ing coordinates or coordinates and time can by noncom-
muting ones. These dynamics are rotationally, respectively,
Lorentz invariant. As discussed in the introduction, the
latter claim could be valid for noninteracting theories as
usual formulations of interactions using time ordered prod-
ucts require that commutators of operators vanish for
spacelike separations. Many body interactions can be for-
mulated in a way to make them invariant under rotations
and translations. Upon the introduction of time resulting
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field theories are invariant under the full Poincare´ group.
The noncommutativity is governed by a parameter M and
in the large M limit we recover ordinary quantum mechan-
ics or field theory. Noteworthy results are:
(i) The Heisenberg commutation relation between po-
sition and momentum is modified for distances
smaller than 1=M and/or momenta larger than M.
(ii) Eigenvalues of the coordinate operator in the time or
any timelike direction are discrete and spaced by
1=M.
(iii) Wave packets cannot be localized to

h ~X2i
q
less than
1=M.
(iv) A free field theory with mass m has a solution only
for m less than M.
The last two results prevent us from packing a mass greater
than M into a space of radius less than 1=M; if the non-
commutativity parameter M is smaller than MPlanck, this
would preclude the existence of pointlike black holes, that
is black holes with radius  1=MPlanck and mass MPlanck.
Two topics that have not been addressed are the UV-IR
connection [17] and the violation of causality, when time is
included. Such violations occur for noncommuting space-
time [18] or, even when time is a continuous variable
commuting with the space coordinates [19].
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